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There is much current interest in studying the oscillatory behavior of 
solutions of hyperbolic equations. The problem of establishing oscillation 
criteria for characteristic initial value problems for hyperbolic equations has 
been investigated by several authors. The reader is referred to Kreith [3] and 
Pagan [8,9] for linear hyperbolic equations and to Travis and Yoshida [lo] 
and Yoshida [ 1 l] for nonlinear hyperbolic equations. 
Our objective here is to provide oscillation theorems for the characteristic 
initial value problem for the differential operator L defined by 
a”+‘u 
L[u] =------- 
axk ay’ + c(x, Y, u>, 
where k and 1 are positive integers. Itis assumed that c(x, y, u) is real-valued 
and continuous in Qp x R ‘, where 
Q,={(~,y)ER~:O<x,y<~,p<x+y<m} (P 2 0). 
The domain DL(Q,) of L is defined to be the set of all real-valued functions 
of class Ck+‘(Q,) n Ck”-‘(c). 
A function u E DL(Q,) is said to be oscillatory in Q, if it has a zero in 
Q(r) for any r > 0, where 
Q(r) s Q, f? {(x, y) E R2: (x2 + y’)“’ > r). 
We note that Q, = (0, co) X (0, co). 
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LEMMA 1. Let u E WQ,) and v E Ck(Q,) n Ck-‘(E). Then the 
following identities arevalid: 
J $+u,w)dw 
k 
=$ 
k-l 
J ‘v(t-w,w)dw- \’ ak-‘v (0, t), ,yo ax* ayk-‘-i 0 (1) 
w, co) dw 
Proof. A straightforward computation shows that 
d t 
w,w)dw=z 
1 
u(t - co, co) dw - ~(0, t). 
0 
Differentiating bothsides of (3) with respect to t, we obtain 
J :$(t-w,o)dw 
= $ (I v(t - o, co) dw - $ ~(0, t) - $ (0, t). 
0 
Repetition fthe argument hat led from (3) to (4) yields finally the identity 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
J $+o,o)dm 
dk t 
=zo J u(t-co,w)dw- 
which is equivalent to(1). 
From a result of Yoshida [ 11, p. 961, it follows that 
J Ia; (t -a co, co) do = $,’ u(t - co, w) dw - u(t, 0). 0 (5) 
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Replacing u by aufay, we get 
w+h=~ oay d (‘U(t-co,co)dw-;(t,O). 
Substituting theleft hand side of (5) into (6) yields 
w, co) do 
=$j’u(t-w,w)dw--f&,0)-$&0). 
0 
Proceeding in this fashion, we arrive at (2). 
LEMMA 2. Zf u E D,(Q,), then we have 
I $$(t-w,w)dw 0 
d k+l t 
I 
k-l 
u(t-qw)do- \’ 
a ktl-lU 
=- 
dtk+’ k+/-l-i to, t, 0 ,TO aday 
l-l ak+/-lu 
yJzo axk+I-I-jayj (ty 01, t >p. 
(6) 
(7) 
Proof: The identity (1) with ZI = &/a$ implies 
dk 
=- 
dtk 
k-1 
w,o)dw- \’ 
,FO 
Differentiating (2) k times, we obtain 
dk 
-f+(t-w,w)dw 
dtk o ay' 
I- 1 
u(t-cow,w)do- \‘ 
j3 ax 
Substituting (9)into (8) yields the desired identity (7). 
First, we consider the case where k + I is even. 
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THEOREM 1. Let k + 1 be an even integer and assume that the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
(i) c(x, Y, -0 = -4x, Y, t) for all (x, Y, 6) E Q, X (0, 03 1; 
(ii) c(x, Y, 0 > P(X + Y) 4(r) for all (x, Y, t) E Q, x (0, 03 1, dzere P is 
continuous and positive in (p, 00) and Q is continuous, nonnegative and 
convex in (0, co); 
(iii) the ordinary dtfirential inequality 
d ktl 
dtki’ (tz(t)) + tp(t> TTwt>> s 0 
has no positive solution in [t, 00) for any t > p. 
Then every solution u E D,(Q,) of the problem 
uL[u] < 0 in Q,, (11) 
I-1 
r ak+‘-lu .+fJ1(x)u=O 
J!-& axk+‘- l-J &‘yJ on {(x,O):p <x < to}, (12) 
k--l ak+/-lu 
(z. axiaykt/m 1 i + a,(y)u = 0 on {(O, v): P < Y < 00 1% (13) 
is oscillatory in Qp, where a,(s) (i = 1, 2) are continuous functions in 
{p < s < a~} such that 0 < ui(s) < 00. 
Proof: Suppose, to the contrary, that there exists a solution u of the 
problem (1 l)-(13) which has no zero in Q(rJ for some r,, > 0. Without loss 
of generality we may assume that 
u>o in Q(ro>. 
L[ul GO in Q<r,>, 
I-I 
\’ 
ak+!-lu 
Jyo axk+‘-‘-/ay’ = -u,(x)u < 0 on {(x, 0): r0 < x < co}, (14) 
k--l ak+l-lu 
lFo axiayk+l-l-i = --aAY)U s 0 on {(O, y): r. < y < co}. (15) 
For the number r0 > 0 there exists a positive number t, such that {(x, y): 
0 < x, y < Q), to < x + y < co} c Q(rJ. Using Lemma 2 and taking account 
of (14) and (15), we find 
d k+l t 
- u(t-o,W)dw< ~ 
dtk+’ J0 I 
I ak+‘u 
o axkay’ 
(t - co, w) dw, t> t,. (16) 
409/79/l I6 
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An application of Jensen’s inequality [6, p. 1601 shows that 
where M[u](t) z (l/t) lh u(t - cu, w) dw. Since L [u] < 0, it follows from 
hypothesis (ii) and (17) that 
I 
t ak+lu 
~ (t - w, o) do < -p(t) J; #(u(t - o, w)) do oaxkay' 
< -tp(O fwf[ul(t)). 
(18) 
Combining (16) with (18), we see that M[u](t) is a positive solution f(10) 
in (to, co). This contradicts hypothesis (iii) and completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 1. Let k + 1 be an even integer and y > 1 be the quotient of 
odd integers. Assume that u E DL(Q,) is a solution of the equation 
ak+b 
TQg + 4x, Y) uy = 0 in Qp, 
which satisfies the initial conditions (12) and (13). Then u is oscillatory in
Q, if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(9 4x, Y> 2 P(x + v) f or all (x, y) E Q,, where p is continuous and 
positive in @, 00); 
(ii) (” y,(t) p(t) dt = 00, where 
u/,(t) = tk+‘-’ (Y> 1) 
= tk+l-l-c 
(Y= 1) 
for some E > 0. 
Proof: Since o(r) = e, putting h(t) = tz(t), the ordinary differential 
inequality (10) becomes 
dk+‘h 
dtkTT+t’-yp(t)h’<O. 
Combining the results of [2, 4, 51 and the results of [ 1, 71, we see that 
hypothesis (ii) implies that (20) has no positive solution. The conclusion 
follows from Theorem 1. 
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Remark 1. Theorem 1 with k = I = 1 reduces to a result of Yoshida [ 11, 
Theorem 3 1. 
The following example shows that in general the conclusion fCorollary 1 
is false if the initial condition (12) is not required. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the problem 
a% -+ g(x+y)-1*13 
ax2ay2 ( 
+$x+ y)y3 
+ 9(x + y)-8’3 c+h”3 = 0 in Q,, (21) 
3 
?A!+ a% 
aY3 z@ 
+ 216-~y-3-+'-72y-1 
( ) 
UC0 
on {(0, y): 1 < y < co}. (22) 
Here k=l=2, y=l/3 and a2(y)= 216 - (3/4)~-~ - (15/2)~-~ -
72y-’ > 0 in (1, co). Since esy > 1 in Q, and 
) 
dtzco, 
conditions (i) and (ii) of Corollary 1 are satisfied. The problem (21), (22) 
has a nonoscillatory solution u E (x + y)“2e-6y which does not satisfy the 
initial condition (12). In fact, we have 
3 
$+ 
3 
&+o,(x)v=~x -5~2+~x-3~2+o,(x)xv’>o 
on {(x,0): 1 <x < co} 
for any a,(x) such that 0 <a,(x) < co. 
Next, we consider the case where k + I is odd. Recall that M[u](t) = 
(l/t) Jr, u(t - o, w) do. 
THEOREM 2. Let k + 1 be an odd integer. Assume that conditions (i) and 
(ii) of Theorem 1 hold and that every positive solution z(t) of (10) satisfies 
lim,, z(t) = 0. Then every solution u E &(Q,) of problem (1 l)-(13) is 
oscillatory inQ, or satisfies lim,,, M[u](t) = 0. 
Proof: Suppose to the contrary that there xists a solution u of problem 
(1 I)--( 13) which has no zero in Q(r,,) for some r,, > 0 and satisfies 
lim I+oo M[u](t) # 0. As in the proof of Theorem 1, we see that M[u](t) is a 
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positive solution of (10) in (to, co) with the property that 
lim I-too M[u](t) # 0. This contradicts thehypothesis and completes the proof. 
The proof of the following corollary isquite similar tothat of Corollary 1, 
so we may omit it. 
COROLLARY 2. Let k + I be an odd integer and y > 1 be the quotient of 
odd integers. Assume that u E DL(Q,) is a solution of problem (12), (13), 
(19), and that conditions (i) and (ii) of Corollary 1 hold. Then u is 
oscillatory inQ, or satisfies lim,+, tM[u](t) = 0. 
We give an example which illustrates thathe conclusion fCorollary 2 is 
in general false if the initial conditions (12) and (13) are not required. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the equation 
a3U 
-+ 
ax2 ay 
$(x+ Jy5 +J&x+ y)-13’5 e2~ u7~5 = 0 in Q,. (23) 
Here k = 2, 1= 1 and y = 7/5. Since 2y > 1 in Q, and 
j”t3-7/5 (j&-*,5 1 ‘4” t-13/5) dt= co, 
conditions (i) and (ii) of Corollary 1 are satisfied. Equation (23) has a 
nonoscillatory solution 2, = (x + y)3’2e-5y which does not satisfy the initial 
conditions (12), (13) and the condition lim, loo tM[v] (t) = 0. In fact, we have 
fiz tM[v](t) = )i; (-;t3’2e-5’ + ft3’2) = co, 
+ 
2 
~+o,(x)u=~x-1~2 + a*(x) xv2 > 0 on {(x,0): 1<xc co}, 
aU+ 2 3Y2 +&+o,(y)u= 2 ( +y-2 - + y-l + 25 + a2(y) 1 y3’2e-5y > 0 
on {(0, y): 1 < y < T}, 
for any ul(s) such that 0 < ai < co (i = 1,2). 
Remark 2. Our results can be generalized to the operator L’ defined by 
k.l> 1 
for (x, Y) E Q, . 
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